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Among the vivid memories of my initiation to field research in the Andes is the constant struggle for sobriety. While living in a remote Andean village, attempting to combine archaeological and ethnographic research, it seemed that every social encounter was an occasion for imbibing alcohol and chewing coca leaves. Recruiting workmen, I soon learned, was not an economic negotiation but was a matter of establishing social relations; ritual drinking and chewing was an ongoing means of renewing these social relations. Digging an archaeological site involved frequent pauses to make offerings of alcohol and coca to the spirit world and to blow tobacco smoke over the excavation units. Ceremonialism was not limited to festival days, but pervaded all aspects of social life. From an Andean perspective the physical world is charged with religious, spiritual, and cosmological symbolism. Everyday life is filled with small ritualistic acts, which are performed at a variety of locations, and which perpetuate a consciousness of social/cultural relationships with the world.

I was lucky and privileged to have this inside glimpse of life in an Andean community early in my career, but it has taken me more than two decades to comprehend some of the lessons and understand their implications for archaeological research. Like many other archaeologists I have tended to separate archaeological data into ceremonial and nonceremonial categories. Yet, among South American indigenous societies there was probably no sharp boundary, either conceptually or behaviorally, between secular and ceremonial life. Some activities may have been purely secular/domestic and others highly formalized ceremonies, but between these two extremes was a range of activities which mixed the two domains. Archaeological data, then, may simultaneously convey messages about both secular and ceremonial life. Ceremonial activities are not confined to ceremonial precincts, such as plazas or temples, but may be carried out in domestic settings, in fields, at "spiritual" places in the natural landscape, at crossroads. Furthermore, although some ceremonies may require specialized paraphernalia, many rituals may use ordinary implements which have utilitarian functions in other contexts. Archaeologists, then, are at a clear disadvantage in studying ceremonialism. Many, perhaps even most ceremonial activities will leave no distinctive traces, and most of the traces which are left will be mixed with traces of other activities to the extent that they cannot be interpreted clearly. No wonder archaeologists interested in studying ceremonialism concentrate their efforts on "ceremonial centres" —i.e.,
sites where the life is believed to have been predominantly ceremonial—rather than ordinary settlements. Yet, our understanding of the meaning and origin of such formalized centers is likely to remain very incomplete unless we also can learn about ceremonialism in the context of secular life.

With such a perspective in mind, I will review the manifestations of ceremonialism during the Early Formative period of southwestern Ecuador, concentrating particularly on the Valdivia culture. Ceremonialism is evident in Valdivia culture from its earliest manifestations, ca. 3500 B.C., and elements of it can be traced back to the Las Vegas culture which preceded it. I will argue that a formal ceremonial symbolism evolved from the domestic context of Early Valdivia settlements, and that by Late Valdivia, ceremonial precincts were set apart from residential settlements.

Social and Economic Context

The identification of Valdivia as the earliest ceramic-bearing culture of Ecuador came in the 1950’s from investigations at several near-shore sites distributed along the southern coast of Guayas province and along the northern shore (Meggers et al. 1965) of the Gulf of Guayaquil (Fig. 1). Although there was some controversy over the exact dating of Valdivia, it was generally accepted that it dated to at least 2500 B.C. There was also disagreement over the nature of the subsistence economy. The most publicized view during the 1960’s held that the sea and mangrove lagoons supplied most of the staple foods. Terrestrial game and plants were regarded as possible additional but minor sources of food (Meggers et al. 1965:107). Carlos Zevallos (1971) was the first to challenge the view that Valdivia was merely a fishing/gathering society. On the basis of his investigations at the San Pablo site he suggested that the Valdivians practiced agriculture, including the cultivation of corn.

Investigations by several teams of archaeologists during the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s have gone far toward settling some of the early controversies and uncertainties. Controversy surrounding the dating of Valdivia has diminished, and most archaeologists now agree that Valdivia dates to at least the 4th millennium B.C. in uncorrected radiocarbon years (see Fig. 2). Archaeological surveys of the valley systems of southwestern Ecuador have given a picture of Valdivia settlement patterns which is very different from the coastal pattern first recorded. From the first, Valdivia settlement is characteristically within the valleys and adjacent to fertile and watered bottom lands (Raymond 1988, 1989; Zeidler 1986). Context-sensitive excavation strategies and advances in palaeofaunal and palaeobotanical techniques have yielded more detailed evidence of subsistence resources (Pearsall 1988). Remains of terrestrial game are more abundant than seafood in the assemblages which

1) Dates used in the text are uncalibrated. Figure 2 gives an approximate correlation between the uncalibrated and calibrated scales as they apply to the Early Formative and Preceramic chronology of southwestern Ecuador.
Fig. 1 Map of southwestern Ecuador, showing locations of principal Valdivia Complex sites and the Las Vegas site (OGSE-80).
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Fig. 2 Chronology of the Valdivia Period (Hill 1975).
have been analyzed, and there is evidence of cultivated food plants, including maize, beans and some root crops. Analytical techniques from bone chemistry have been applied to discriminate the relative dietary importance of food resources (van der Merwe et al. n.d.). The results indicate that seafood was not the mainstay it was once believed to be, and that terrestrial game and even freshwater fish may have been as important. Maize was apparently of negligible dietary importance during Valdivia, though it became significantly more important during the Late Formative. Root crops and beans may have been agricultural staples.

There are now very complete surveys of Valdivia settlement distributions for the Valdivia and Chanduy (Verde/Zapotal) valley systems in Guayas province and for the Jama valley in Manabi province. Less complete surveys exist for the Javita, Simon Bolivar, and Ayampe valleys. The settlement patterns revealed from these surveys provide clues for inferring the social, political and economic context.

In both the Chanduy and Valdivia valleys, settlement goes back to the first phase of Valdivia (Raymond 1989; Zeidler 1986). At that time there were two principal settlements in each valley, one in the lower sector and one in the middle sector. Each of the 4 settlements has immediate access to valley bottom land which could have been made productive with water-table farming. These were apparently independent agricultural communities. The down-valley settlements would have had more direct access to sea resources and the up-valley settlements to wood, stone and good hunting territories.

Both valleys experienced a gradual increase in population and a dispersion of small settlements along the bottom land during the Middle Valdivia years. The lower valley settlements grew in size and apparent importance, especially Real Alto in the Chanduy valley. During Late Valdivia there was a further increase in population and dispersion of small settlements. In Chanduy, the resident population at Real Alto diminished, redistributed apparently in a series of nearby satellite settlements. The ceremonial precinct continued to function and was rebuilt. In the Valdivia valley the large lower valley settlement diminished to a small hamlet and was not replaced anywhere in the valley by a comparable settlement. In both valleys there were small settlements for the first time away from the bottom land.

Looking at these patterns over the more than 1,500-year span, Valdivia seems to have begun as a series of politically and economically independent nucleated communities and to have changed gradually into regionally dispersed settlements, probably socially and politically integrated by participation in regional ceremonial centers. In the Jama valley, which was not settled until Terminal Valdivia, the latter pattern was established from the outset (Zeidler 1991). In the Valdivia valley, the succeeding Machalilla period saw a significant increase in population, the establishment of very large nucleated settlements in the middle sector of the valley and the apparent development of some economic specialization.

Valdivia is preceded in southwestern Ecuador by the Las Vegas culture, evidence of which is limited to the vicinity of the Santa Elena peninsula. Las Vegas has been documented by Karen Stothert (1985, 1988) at 36 sites, but most infor-
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matively at the site of OGSE-80. OGSE-80 covers an area of about 2,200 square meters and records a history of occupation from about 10000 B.P. to 6600 B.P. The food remains attest a broad-spectrum economy, utilizing both sea and terrestrial resources. During the latter half of the occupation at OGSE-80, phytoliths indicate that maize was cultivated. The settlement pattern suggests that the society was organized into small temporary settlements from which the inhabitants foraged over a large part of the Santa Elena peninsula and neighboring hinterland. The funerary remains suggest that there were no formalized status and role divisions within the society, other than those defined by gender and age.

Ceremonial Plan at Real Alto

By the end of the Valdivia sequence, ceremonialism was manifest in planned architectural arrangements. Late Valdivia ceremonial mounds have recently been discovered at the San Isidro site, the focal Valdivia settlement in the Jama valley (Zeidler 1991), and at La Emerencia, a Late Valdivia site from El Oro province in southern Ecuador (Staller n.d.). We do not yet know, however, how these mounds fit into the overall plan of their respective settlements.

The clearest and most detailed expression of ceremonial architecture comes from Real Alto, which is the most thoroughly excavated of all of the Valdivia settlements. With occupation ranging over more than 1,000 years, the settlement size and arrangement underwent some significant changes. During the final occupation, phases 6–7 of the ceramic chronology, Real Alto seems to have served principally as a regional ceremonial center. The settlement as a whole, however, took on the look of a ceremonial center much earlier, during phase 3. At the core of the settlement was an elongated rectangular plaza, with the main axis running NNE/SSW. Domestic structures were ranged in rows around the plaza. Successive building phases were constructed on the domestic midden, so that over time the houses rested on low ridges above the plaza. The southern end of the site has been destroyed, so it is not known whether the settlement was closed or open at that end, although the investigators believe it was probably closed (Marcos 1978, 1988; Zeidler 1984; Marcos, Lathrap and Zeidler 1976).

Two opposing artificial mounds extended into the plaza from the eastern and western ridges, creating a narrow corridor between them and thereby restricting access between a larger southern and a smaller northern arena. Structures were built atop each of the mounds from as early as Valdivia 2, but the construction of the western mound seems to have preceded the eastern mound by a significant period of time. The western mound had a ramp, and the eastern mound a rough stairway which provided access to the plaza. The structures and mounds underwent several rebuilding and renewal events. Compact clay lenses indicate that the mounds were resurfaced periodically with wet clay (Marcos 1978:14–21, 1988:37–46).

The materials buried in the floors of the structures suggest that they had specialized ceremonial functions. A large number of burials was excavated from the floor and doorway of the western mound structure, which caused the investigators
to call it the Charnel House or Casa de Osario. The structure on the eastern mound has been called the Fiesta House or Casa de Reunión; so named because of the large number of complete bowls, presumed to have been drinking bowls, which had been buried in the floor. Also, these structures were free of quantities of broken pottery and other debris associated with the domestic structures (Marcos 1978:13–22).

During Middle Valdivia, then (phases 3, 4, 5), Real Alto was a large residential settlement with a planned ceremonial precinct in its center. The settlement covered an estimated area of 12.4 hectares. The precinct continued to be the focus of ceremonial activity through the Late Valdivia phases (6, 7), but the resident population successively moved away to much smaller hamlets, leaving a small elite or, perhaps, caretaking group, to maintain what had nearly become a “vacant ceremonial center” (Zeidler 1984, 1986).

In summary, by the 3rd millennium B.C., a formalized plan for a ceremonial center seems to have existed at Real Alto in southwestern Ecuador. The elements of the plan are: 1) an elongated plaza with the axis pointing roughly N-S; 2) a residential settlement surrounding the plaza, exhibiting roughly bilateral symmetry; 3) two ceremonial structures opposing each other across the long axis of the plaza. A further element may be that the settlement was situated on the highest rise of land in the vicinity. Was the Real Alto plan a prototype for later ceremonial centers in Ecuador and Peru, as some have suggested? Maybe so, but to answer that question we need to know more about the origins of ceremonialism, which leads inevitably to questions about the interrelationships between ceremonial and domestic life.

**Valdivia Settlement Plans**

The early ontogeny of the settlement plan at Real Alto is difficult to determine with certainty, since the earliest occupation is buried by more than 1,000 years of accumulated midden. The interpretation of the settlement plan for phase 2 is a circular or U-shaped ring of houses which enclosed what later became the smaller northern plaza. The two ceremonial mounds were positioned toward the opening of the U (Marcos 1988; Zeidler 1984). The transformation of this plan into the rectangular plaza with rows of houses occurred during phase 3. The plan of the settlement before phase 2 is still less certain; however, Damp (1979:79, 1984:581) has speculated that it consisted of a ring of small houses around a small plaza.

Was Real Alto representative of large Valdivia settlements? Can the layout of its ceremonial precinct be traced to a village plan which was characteristic of Valdivia settlements? To pursue these questions, I turn to findings from investigations at other Valdivia sites in southwestern Ecuador.

More than 150 Valdivia sites have been recorded from the valleys neighboring the Santa Elena peninsula in southwestern Ecuador. Most represent very small settlements, and most of the larger settlements have been mostly buried or destroyed by either later settlements or by the forces of nature, or by both. It may be impossible to recover information about the settlement plan from most of those sites. There
are, however, some of the larger sites which are promising, and investigations at 7 of these, those listed in Table 1, have produced evidence of settlement plans for Early and Middle Valdivia occupations. Of the 7 only one, Loma Alta, has been excavated with the objective of revealing the layout. For the others, the settlement plans have been deduced from surficial indications.

Loma Alta was discovered and first excavated by Presley Norton (1982) in the early 70's. Norton's excavations revealed a deep and extensive midden, dating principally to Valdivia phases 1 and 2, situated in an inner valley setting, and associated with ceremonial caches of pottery, grinding stones and human burials. In 1980 and 82 more extensive excavations were carried out at the site under the direction of Jonathan Damp and me and with the collaboration of Norton and Jorge Marcos.

Our excavations confirmed that the principal and most extensive occupation of the site had been during Early Valdivia, but that the site had been occupied on a smaller scale intermittently from then right up to the present day. The settlement was built on a low hill which sits above a large tract of fertile bottom land of the Valdivia valley. The founding occupation seems to have been limited to the northern part of the hill, but by the beginning of Valdivia 2, the settlement was extended to cover the whole of the hill top, comprising an area of 2.5 hectares (Fig. 3).

Dwelling structures were not as evident in the excavations at Loma Alta as they were at Real Alto; however, some postmold arrangements associated with the Early Valdivia occupations suggest the outlines of circular huts, 2 to 3 meters in diameter. These are similar to the Valdivia 1 hut excavated by Damp (1979, 1984) at Real Alto. As at Real Alto, the dwellings are associated with the midden. If the midden, then, can be taken as an indication of the domestic space of Loma Alta, the Early Valdivia settlement consisted of an oval arrangement of small dwellings surrounding a vacant central arena. It was open at the southern end, and the main axis was aligned north/south. This layout corresponds almost exactly with the plan of the Valdivia 2 settlement at Real Alto, as described above. No indications of mounds or ceremonial structures corresponding to those at Real Alto were discovered at the open end; however, a small cache of smashed pots may have constituted a dedicatory offering.

The six other sites listed in Table 1 appear to have closely similar settlement plans. These sites were recorded and mapped during the Loma Alta project but are from the coastal valley systems south of Valdivia and north of Chanduy (Fig. 1). All show extensive evidence of looting. Although it was distressing to see the destruction, we found that the looters pits, piles of back dirt, and scatters of broken pottery provided a means of assessing the structure and age of each site which otherwise would not have been possible. We mapped the topography of each site and the distributions of the middens as well. Since the investigation of these sites was ancillary to the rest of the project, we removed only small surface collections and took notes on the distributions of other materials which we left in situ. The extent of subsurface exposure varied from site to site, so my estimates of the sizes and shapes of the settlements are of variable reliability and should be regarded as approximate
at best. I am less certain of the size of the interior vacant space in each case and of the extent of occupation during particular phases than I am of the general plans of settlement.

Although there is a wide range in size, from 1 to 12 hectares, there is a remarkable consistency in shape and axial direction (Fig. 4). Four of the six have oval settlement plans; one a rectangular plan; and the other an elongated plan, the exact shape of which could not be determined. Two have axial alignments which are almost exactly north/south, and although the axial directions of the others range only from northwest/southeast to northeast/southwest, clearly a northerly/southerly direction was preferred. I was unable to discover any consistent correspondence between the alignment of settlement axes and topographic features such as nearby stream or river courses. Given that 6 sites, if we include Loma Alta and Real Alto, were built on low hilltops, the axes of the settlement were pre-determined by the shape of the hilltop. However, for all but one there are other suitable hilltops with different alignments nearby which could have been selected for settlement.

All of the settlements enclose a vacant central space, but it wasn’t possible to determine whether or not they were open at one end. The central spaces seem to be generally consistently proportional to the overall size of the settlement, except for the largest of the settlements, San Pablo, in which the vacant space seems proportionally smaller.

Early Valdivia settlements are smaller than those of Middle and Late Valdivia; although, as mentioned earlier, beginning in Middle Valdivia there are both very

2) I am assuming again that the midden corresponds with the distribution of the dwellings.
3) The area looted at San Pablo covered more than 12 ha, but as far as I can tell, did not include the southeastern edge of the site where Zevallos and Holm (1960) recovered evidence of Valdivia 2–3 occupation. The whole of the 12 ha may not have been occupied simultaneously, but I estimate that approximately 10 ha were occupied during Valdivia 4–6.
large and very small settlements. Only the large settlements, however, show evidence of planned layouts. San Pablo is comparable in size to Real Alto, although its size may be partly the result of an accretion of sequential settlements (see Marcos 1988:19-21). It’s main period of occupation, Middle Valdivia, is the same as that of Real Alto, and the rectangular distribution of the midden suggests the squared-off layout of Real Alto.

There are no mounds comparable to those at Real Alto evident on the surface of any of the sites. A natural low hill which overlooks the San Pablo site at its northwestern edge might have served as a natural ceremonial mound, but the associated cultural materials are almost all post-Valdivia. Furthermore, since the main axis of the hill points east-west, it may not have been suitable for an Early Valdivia settlement.

Antecedents

There are no known antecedents for the Valdivia settlement plan; however, ceremonial ritual is evident in the remains of the Vegas culture from at least the 7th millennium B.C. Funerary patterns of 192 buried human skeletons, excavated at OGSE-80, constitute the main evidence of ritual behavior (Stothert 1988). Burial orientations were distinctly different for adult males, subadult males and females. Occasional grave goods, including shell spoons, perforated shell adornments, a polished stone axe, red ochre, and a pile of round stones provide further evidence. OGSE-80 is exceptional among Vegas culture sites, which are mainly small, shallow, and probably associated with transient occupations. Stothert (1988:58) suggests that it was continuously occupied for a 3,000-year span, which is a reasonable interpretation given the size and depth of the deposit. Periodicity of settlement during that span, however, has not been determined, so it is possible that it was occupied repeatedly at regular but short intervals, perhaps for ceremonial purposes. From his investigations of an historic Chachi ceremonial center, DeBoer (1991:2) has shown that “the longevity of generally vacant ceremonial centers . . . can create the archaeological appearance of large sedentary settlements.” OGSE-80, then, may have been a focal center where otherwise dispersed foraging peoples gathered for funerary and other ceremonial occasions. Regardless of the degree of permanence of occupation, however, there is no discernable settlement plan which could be interpreted as an expression of a community or which anticipates the Valdivia pattern.

Vegas shelters, however, do exhibit a continuity with Valdivia, both physically and conceptually. At OGSE-80, Stothert (1988) excavated the foundation of a small hut, defined by a shadow trench circumscribing an oval area about 1.5 meters across. A nearby hearth, associated fire-cracked rock, some shells and a grinding stone are suggestive of household activities of food preparation, but which could also reflect ritual activities. An adult female skeleton buried in the floor of the hut indicates that its use was not limited to everyday domestic activities. Outlines of other huts were not as clearly delineated at OGSE-80, but the patterned clusterings
of skeletons in mass graves indicates that such shelters were commonly associated with funerary ceremonialism.

The Early Valdivia huts from Loma Alta and Real Alto are similar in shape and apparent construction, although the Vegas example is at the small end of the range of variation. Burial of the dead beneath the floors of huts and houses constitutes a further continuity, and one which has symbolic implications.4)

These small structures were not merely domestic shelters; they served ritualistic and spiritualistic purposes as well. Initially these roles were probably bound together symbolically in the concept of house or dwelling. The house enclosed domestic life and was also a focused space for certain rituals. At Real Alto, by Late Valdivia 2 (Marcos 1988), separate ceremonial structures were built as well, modeled after the domestic shelters. The "Charnel House" seems to have been a symbolic community expression of the funerary function of houses. Admission to the ritual houses was probably restricted according to social rules, e.g., age and gender, and burial in the "Charnel House" was probably socially restricted as well.

The Middle and Late Valdivia houses (Zeidler 1984) had elongated oval ground plans, with a doorway at one end. Marcos et al. (1976:4) have noted the similarity of the house plan, on a miniature scale, to the overall plan of the Valdivia settlements, implying that one was a metaphorical expression of the other. Such speculation becomes more interesting and plausible in light of evidence (DeBoer 1991) that Native Americans, in both South and North America, commonly thought of or referred to ceremonial centers as "big houses."

Just as the walls of houses enclosed domestic space and spatially focussed household rituals, the physical plan of the settlement simultaneously enclosed communal space and defined a stage for community rituals. The formalization of this space is first seen in the north/south orientation, and later in the construction of mounds and ceremonial houses within the central space.

It seems plausible, then, to propose that there was a conceptual interconnection between house and community plan and that both were symbolically imbued with domestic and ceremonial connotations. As the settlement grew larger at Real Alto, so did the houses. It would seem that the basic residential unit shifted from

4) A dedicatory burial consisting of two individuals was interred beneath the floor of a small hut at Loma Alta. A large pit had been dug into the sterile substratum of the site, the top of which was congruent with the base of the hut. The sides of the pit were lined with a thick organic matting. The adult human bones were placed on top of the matting along one side of the pit, and the pit was filled with sterile clay to the level of the hut floor. Several factors suggest that this hut may have had more than common domestic significance in the settlement at Loma Alta. It contained the only double burial found. The burial, which had a miniature pot (probably a lime container for coca chewing) and shells associated, was the only Valdivia burial from Loma Alta with grave goods. No other hut was found with such a large pit or one lined with organic matting, and finally the hut was positioned on a slight high spot. Furthermore, the position of this hut within the settlement plan corresponds with that of the "Charnel House" at Real Alto.
nuclear families to large extended family households. The central plaza grew as well, but many, perhaps the majority, of houses no longer directly bordered the plaza. Physical access to the plaza, then, was somewhat restricted, and it may have been that use of the plaza was socially regulated and increasingly formalized. It is easy to see how this could have physically represented the concept of central “sacred” space and outer “secular” space, and simultaneously, the north/south axis of the plaza may have divided the settlement into eastern and western halves. Analogues of this pattern are richly represented in the ethnographic record, from rigidly formalized imperial Cuzco to the simpler plans of Amazonian villages.

Ritual Paraphernalia

There is very little obvious evidence of ceremonialism or religious life in the objects which are preserved in Valdivia assemblages, and most of what does exist, such as cairns and ceremonial offerings, is not expressed in a readily interpretable pattern. However, two classes of artifacts, figurines and ceramic vessels, provide some insight.

Small anthropomorphic figurines are abundant in Early and Middle Valdivia assemblages. Thousands have been excavated by archaeologists, and if we had a record of all that have been looted by huaqueros, the numbers would soar to the tens of thousands. The earliest figurines, which are associated mainly with Valdivia 1 and 2 assemblages, were carved from soft stone. Fired clay figurines began to be made in Late Valdivia 2, and thereafter, the manufacture of stone figurines declined dramatically. Human-like features are only vaguely represented on many of the stone figurines, and even on those which are clearly anthropomorphic, the sex is not explicit. The clay figurines, however, are clearly human. The overwhelming majority is female with the sex explicitly indicated in the breasts and buttocks.

Despite their obvious ritual connotations, neither the stone nor ceramic figurines have distributions which correlate with ceremonial features. Some clay figurines were unearthed in the excavations of the ceremonial mounds at Real Alto, associated with each of the rebuilding phases through Valdivia phase 6, and some have been found in association with burials. Many have been excavated from the floors of Middle Valdivia houses, but the majority of figurines has been found in the middens, where they had been discarded along with household rubbish (Lundberg 1977; Meggers et al. 1965; Stahl 1986). Apparently there was no need to curate figurines. They were made, used, and discarded.

Most of the figurines which have been recovered in controlled excavations are broken, leading some archaeologists to suggest that they may have been ritually broken. However, since they are fragile objects, that is a hard proposition to test. In her study of ceramic figurines from Real Alto, Lundberg (1977) expressed doubts that they had been broken deliberately, given that the whole specimens tended to be small and sturdy. On the other hand, Stahl (1986) has argued convincingly that the stone figurines from Loma Alta were deliberately broken and defaced. Eighty-six percent of the stone figurines from Loma Alta were fragmented, and most of these
were severely damaged; yet the breakage does not correspond with structural weaknesses in the figurines.

The large number and ubiquitous distribution of figurines suggests that they were used in rituals which occurred frequently and which commonly were enacted in or around the home. If they were deliberately mutilated during the ritual, it is unlikely that they were icons; rather, they seem to have been implements which were utilized during the ceremony and then thrown away. Drawing on ethnographic analogy, Stahl (1985, 1986) and others (Lundberg 1977; Lathrap et al. 1975; Meggers et al. 1965; Zevallos and Holm 1960) have suggested that figurines were ritual paraphernalia for shamanic rites, an explanation which I find plausible.

Pottery is commonly interpreted in functional or utilitarian terms, unless it comes from explicitly ritualistic contexts or unless it is ornamental. I suggest, as have others (Damp 1982; Lathrap et al. 1975; Norton 1977; Stahl 1985), that from the beginning Valdivia pottery played a significant social/ceremonial role in addition to whatever utilitarian purposes it may have fulfilled. Ethnoarchaeological research has shown that among some South American indigenous groups the time and energy spent in ceramic manufacture is justified more in social/ceremonial than utilitarian terms (DeBoer 1990; DeBoer and Lathrap 1979; Kensinger 1975:55–67).

From the earliest manifestations, Valdivia pottery was manufactured according to a standardized set of rules. The basic household set consisted of three vessel shapes, a tall-necked jar, a short necked jar, and a bowl (Fig. 5). Firing was well controlled, and there were specific rules for surface treatment and decorative application. There is a range of variation in quality among specimens, but the standard of quality was generally high. Analysis of residue may someday indicate how specific vessels were used; in the meantime, however, we can only speculate about function based on shape, abrasion marks, and adhering charcoal. The jar forms were probably used for detoxifying foods, temporary storage, cooking, and brewing; the bowls for serving and consuming food and drink.

There is no “fine ware” which might have been reserved for special occasions, but significantly greater attention, care, and energy were put into finishing and decorating the bowls than into the jars. Furthermore, although both jars and bowls were decorated, bowl designs are more complex and intricate, and they exhibit a distinctive set of motifs. An obvious implication is that bowls were more than mere domestic serving vessels, that they at least occasionally participated in events which were more public or special than daily eating and drinking within the household. A salient possibility, which has been suggested by others as well, is ritualized drinking

Fig. 5 Drawings of the standard set of Early Valdivia vessel forms.
(Damp 1982; Lathrap et al. 1975; Stahl 1985).

As I noted earlier, drinking intoxicating liquids is an important element of social and ceremonial life among Andean peoples. That seems to be true for most of the indigenous peoples of South America, whether they are highlanders or lowlanders (DeBoer and Lathrap 1979; DeBoer and Moore 1983; Harner 1973; Isbell 1985; Allen 1988). Although any portable vessel which holds liquid will do, drinking vessels used publicly are often of standardized shape and elaborately decorated, as, for example, Inca qeros and Shipibo këmpo. By analogy, then, in a domestic context Valdivia bowls may have been used for social drinking among members of different households, with the host serving chicha according to a socially prescribed procedure. In more explicitly ritual contexts such as shamanic rites, the bowls may have been treated as ceremonial paraphernalia. Stahl (1985, 1986) has fully developed this idea, arguing convincingly that hallucinogenic drugs were used by shamans to induce ecstatic experiences, and that the decorative motifs which appear on Early Valdivia bowls were inspired by hallucinogenic images. Hallucinogens may have been mixed with the drink and served in a bowl to the participants in the rite.

In community wide social/ceremonial contexts, such as periodic festivals, decorated bowls could have had a significant functional and very public role among the paraphernalia, simultaneously filling the practical need for containers of food and drink and symbolically representing communal order.

There is no compelling evidence that such festivals were held in Valdivia communities. However, the presence but infrequent occurrence of seafood and especially of corn, and the apparent low dietary importance of both (van der Merwe et al. n.d.) makes sense if they were regarded as feast foods. Norton (1977) has postulated that the coastal site of Punta Concepcion, which is one of the few Valdivia sites with shell middens, was used only periodically, with shellfish constituting the feast food.

Summary and Conclusion

To summarize, in Ecuador ceremonialism can be traced back to at least the 7th millennium B.C. in the funerary patterns of the Vegas culture. A thousand-year hiatus in the archaeological record separates Vegas and Valdivia, and there are few indications in the material record of a direct cultural continuity between them. The most significant changes with the onset of Valdivia are the establishment of permanent nucleated settlements and a dramatic decrease in the number of small transient settlements. There is a continuity at first in household size, as reflected in the small huts, and in the funerary custom of burial beneath the floors of dwellings. But from the first, the Valdivia settlements are laid out according to a plan. Houses, arranged in an elongated arc or oval, defined a bounded central space, which was aligned along a north/south axis. There are obvious parallels between this pattern and the settlement plans of Amazonian villages, and in a general sense with the organization of many Andean villages. In the ethnographically recorded settlements, the central
space is the focus of community-wide ceremonial and ritual activities which symbolically define and renew social relations within the community, and establish the position of the community within the cosmos.

During Early Valdivia, ceremonialism seems to have involved household and community equally. The central plaza was an undifferentiated space. Households seem to have had equal access to the plaza. A simple set of ceramic vessels satisfied both domestic and ritual needs. Motifs on the vessels suggest that communications with the spiritual world were facilitated by hallucinogenic drugs. From ethnographic analogy, we can say that such spiritual ceremonies were probably led by members of the community who had been taught the rituals and trained in the manipulation of drugs. Judging by the ubiquitous distribution of figurines, ceremonies were held among small groupings of households as well as at the community level.

During Middle Valdivia, some settlements were abandoned or were severely reduced in size; others more than quadrupled their areas. Judging by Real Alto, growth in community size led to an increase in the size of the household units and, perhaps, the establishment of residential wards (Zeidler 1984). Households no longer had equal access to the central plaza. The central plaza was elaborated into a long rectangle. Ceremonial mounds, surmounted by house-like structures, defined an inner secluded precinct.

These changes suggest that there was some differentiation of the community in social and ceremonial terms, perhaps reflecting a joining together of formerly smaller settlements. The elongated plaza, with residential areas lying mainly east and west of it, suggests that it not only symbolically united the community but may have divided it into moieties. There are no clear signs of economic or political specialization, but differential access to the plaza may reflect status differentiation. The continued ubiquitous distribution of figurines indicates that households continued to function as ritual arenas. But ceremonies held in the inner plaza and in the ceremonial structures must have excluded some members of community. Thus, ceremonial activities seem to have been conducted at three levels: 1) Within the residential houses among members of a household; 2) At the community level in the large plaza; and 3) In the ceremonial structures and inner plaza among groups selected, perhaps, according to age, gender, and/or social status.

The variety of ceramic vessel forms increased significantly during Middle Valdivia, mainly among the nonutilitarian vessels. This may have begun a differentiation of fine ritual from common household wares, but the contextual data are too ambiguous to tell.

During Late Valdivia, large communities, like Real Alto, splintered into smaller satellite settlements. The plaza and ceremonial mounds, however, continued to be used and renewed, and households around the plaza continued to be occupied. Household rituals, no doubt, continued to be practiced in the satellite settlements, but representatives from these communities probably participated in scheduled events at the ceremonial centers to reaffirm community identity, redefine social relations, and recharge the cosmos.
There are formal similarities between the layout of Valdivia ceremonial centers and early ceremonial centers of coastal and highland Peru and of highland Bolivia, and it is tempting to postulate, as have some archaeologists (Lathrap 1985; Marcos et al. 1976), that there were close historical relationships. However, before we can draw conclusions from inter-regional comparisons of ceremonial centers, it is necessary to study ceremonialism within ordinary settlements for each region and determine the local development of ceremonial symbolism. Such data are only now becoming available in a few locations within the Central Andes. I am not suggesting that inter-regional influences were unimportant but that such influences can only be understood in the context of the local formalization of ceremonialism.
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